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OFFERING A WIDE SELECTION OF GAY BOOKS, NEWS PAPERS AND MAGAZINES WITH A HOT ACTION MOVIE ARCADE.
Summer is just about upon us, and instead of things slowing down, it seems that things are speeding up.

First, happy anniversary wishes to The Locker from the Nuntius. This Friday night, May 7th, is the big event. For its second anniversary, The Locker will introduce you to Odin and an unbelievable Barbarian Feast. It will be an event that only the Locker can bring about. Also, Mr. Texas ’76 will be selected with $150 and the Locker Belt going to the winner. Don’t miss it!

Coming up in Dallas on Sunday, May 20th, the Old Plantation’s Annual Beer Bust and Weiner Roast will be taking place at Queen’s Point on Lake Dallas. Parry starts at noon, so don’t be late!

The Second Sun in Houston has just finished their extensive remodeling job. Now the front overlooking Cruzy Westheimer is a super picture window. Street cruising has just become the favorite past time again. Also, Dirty Sally (Paul Stewart for those who don’t know) is no longer with us, but we can find her daily at the Super Picture Window. Street cruising has just become the favorite past time again. Also, Dirty Sally herself can be found daily at the Second Sun. So be sure to stop in and say hello to one of Houston’s most favorite “celebrities.”

This Friday night, May 7th, is the 24th birthday of the Old Plantation. Party starts at 9:00 p.m. and it will be a Wakefield Poole Film Festival. For those of who can’t quite place the name, the famous porn film maker has many credits but does Boys In The Sand ring a bell? It should be one of the hottest all male screenings around! Don’t forget Mother’s Day is Sunday. And according to Ren Oruc & Associates Floral Designers it should be a busy weekend for them. So order your flowers now and don’t miss out because of the last minute rush.

My personal thanks to Rhoda Blabheit for her Scoop to Scoop column this issue. Rhoda used to write her infamous column for that infamous magazine Swampwalker. Rhoda will be writing for us periodically, so all I can say is — look out!

S.B.—I Dead?

Massachusetts Senator Edward Kennedy has reportedly switched his position and has decided to oppose any further effort to work out a compromise version of the controversial “Senate Bill I.” Kennedy’s change of position could signal the end of “S-1.”

S-1 is the 799 page bill that proposes a sweeping re-codification of the federal criminal statute. Critics of S-1 contend it amounts to an American ‘official secrets act.’

The National Commission on Law Enforcement and Social Justice (N.C.L.E.), a research arm of the Church of Scientology, reports that Senator Kennedy decided last week to halt his efforts to compromise on the bill, and that Kennedy will now oppose S-1.

Kennedy was one of three liberal members of the Senate who — along with James Abourezk of South Dakota and Phillip Hart of Michigan — had been attempting behind the scenes for months to work out an acceptable version of S-1.

However, according to the N.C.L.E., the conservative senators rejected Kennedy’s request to accept most of the compromise proposals submitted by Kennedy, Hart, and Abourezk.

Kennedy’s office, in the meantime, is considering how to deny the report that he has decided to finally oppose S-1. The Washington office said a final statement of S-1 will soon be made public, most likely this week.

Senator’s Abourezk’s office confirms that Abourezk has some serious misgivings about the compromise version of S-1, however. Even under the compromise bill, journalists could be imprisoned for up to three years for unauthorized possession of government documents.
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Show of Stars
The New Miss Gay America Pageant
Saturday, May 22nd

To the Editor

Dear Mel,

There's something that needs to be brought to your attention. I hope you print this letter.

Last night I saw a drag show at the Old Plantation. Needless to say, the show was great. Great except for one religious number that was blatantly sacrilegious. It was sick!

How are we going to get the respect we crave from the straight community when we don't respect religious institutions? It is no wonder St. Anne's Catholic Church wants the Depository closed! I don't blame them!

As a matter of fact, we make such a big to-do about being respected for our sexual preferences that the Miss Gay Texas finalists had to answer several questions about being gay and justifying it to a "straight friend." We were reminded by the judges that Miss Gay Texas had to be an ambassador of good will to the straight community and represent all gay people proudly. Well, guess who was in the sacrilegious skit? Right! The new Miss Gay Texas, Naomi Sims!!

All of us can help the gay civil rights movement by showing more respect toward religious institutions and the straight community. All of us can also use our talents for the advancement of the movement and not its destruction!

Thank you for your patience.

Robert

Dear Mel,

Thank you for your letter and your views. Letters are always welcomed from our readers and as in the past, will always be given prompt attention.

A copy of your letter was forwarded to Mr. Bob Fournier, the manager of the Old Plantation in Houston. Mr. Fournier was also very grateful for your letter, as the Old Plantation recently has become very active in its community relationships.

The Old Plantation wishes to openly apologize to you or anyone who was offended by the drag skit. Mr. Fournier stated that the skit was not done or meant to be done in a sacrilegious manner. In today's society there has become so little to laugh about, when man himself and his ways of life can be most amusing. The skit you mentioned was done to laugh with mankind, not at his religion or even mankind himself. As stated before, the Old Plantation offers their sincerest apologies to anyone who was offended by the skit, but it was not meant as a sacrilege or slap in anyone's face.

Hollywood Shorts

Spearhead crew members of an about to be released movie called Omen -- a super natural suspense thriller similar to The Exorcist -- claim they are being haunted by a series of bizarre occurrences.

New York Magazine reports that three different airplanes -- one carrying Omen's star Greg Peck, another its director, and a third the screenwriter -- were all struck by lightning.

The boy star of Omen was recently visiting a zoo in London where a tiger escaped and killed its owner. As a matter of fact, we make such a big to do about being respected for our sexual preferences that the Miss Gay Texas finalists had to answer several questions about being gay and justifying it to a "straight friend." We were reminded by the judges that Miss Gay Texas had to be an ambassador of good will to the straight community and represent all gay people proudly. Well, guess who was in the sacrilegious skit? Right! The new Miss Gay Texas, Naomi Sims!!
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The National Organization for Women is asking the Internal Revenue Service to conduct a major tax audit of the Roman Catholic Church in the United States.

In a letter to the IRS Commissioner, NOW President Karen DeCrow asked that all Roman Catholic Dioceses, The National Conference of Catholic Bishops, and the U.S. Catholic Conference be investigated to determine whether tax exempt dollars are being used illegally to create "an anti-abortion political network."

DeCrow wrote that U.S. Roman Catholic Bishops, at a national conference in Washington, stated their intent to use "all church sponsored or identifiable Catholic national, regional, or diocesan and parochial organizations and agencies to create an anti-abortion political network throughout the country."
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Hustler Magazine has offered 84 year old Mae West $25,000 to pose for a nude centerfold. Mae, who will be 85 on August 17th, reports she has informed the magazine it can use a nude painting of her, which was done in 1931. Says Mae, "I haven't changed."

NO IMPORTANT JOBS

A survey by the Capitol Hill Women's Political Caucus has found that women hold almost no important positions in most presidential campaigns this year. The political caucus says that only 10 women hold "positions of real power" among the 69 top campaign jobs. Morris Udall's campaign is the only one to receive a "superior" rating -- while Ford, Reagan, and Wallace are all rated "unsatisfactory."

CUT THE CUT

If you're one of those people who dislike certain cuts on a particular album -- or if you simply like to hear the songs on an album in a different order -- there's good news for you.

A London company, B.S.R., is out with a new record turntable that automatically selects just the cuts you want to hear. B.S.R. offers an automated arm that uses an infrared scanner to count each track on the side of an album being played. By punching a few buttons ahead of time, you can tell the machine to avoid any tracks you don't want to hear, to play the cuts you like, and even jump back and forth to certain songs.

B.S.R. says that its automatic arm can handle up to 24 separate commands at one time, and keep track of as many as 13 tracks on each side of an album. One drawback is that the turntable alone sells for about $600.

NUMBER ONE SON?

ZNS Jimmy Carter's son has outdone President Ford's son on the marijuana question. Jack Ford shocked a number of people last year by admitting he has smoked marijuana and suggesting that weed should be decriminalized in the U.S.

Now, Jeff Carter, son of the Democratic candidate, is suggesting pot should be sold over the counter in stores. Says Jeff Carter: "I feel marijuana should be legalized and taxed." Young Carter adds he believes that legalization should take place in shops, with decriminalization happening first.

NOW OR NEVER

It's now or never for Ling Ling and Hsing Hsing -- at least for this year.

Officials at the National Zoo in Washington say they will use every diplomatic maneuver possible to get the two giant Chinese Pandas together to mate. Ling Ling and Hsing Hsing were given to the U.S. during Richard Nixon's 1972 China tour.

Zoo officials report that last spring, when the two Pandas were put together for their short 18 day mating season, nothing happened. The zookeepers now say they have consulted with Chinese Panda experts and hope for a breakthrough within the next two weeks -- and a little more than just detente between the two Pandas.

OPENING SOON IN DALLAS -- THE NEW HOME OF THE OLD PLANTATION, NEAR DOWNTOWN FEATURING THREE DIFFERENT BARS IN ONE

French Quarter theater

all male cinema EVERYTHING GOES and Prison for Life

COMING SOON IN THEATERGOER

louisiana at elgin 528 9485

BOX OFFICE CLOSES AT 11:30 P.M. FRI. & SAT. AT 1A.M. BOX OPENS AT 11A.M.
HOUSTON W/m, goodlooking, interested in hearing from w/m who wants a guy who has it together and wants to share the good things. Self-employed, own my apartment. Someone who is sincere, affectionate, and loves sex no s/m or kinky modes. Photo please. "Dub", 5095 Georgi Lane #36, Houston, Texas 77092.

B 407 Attention Campers - Fishermen - Sportsmen ---------------------------------

Come join us on our private lake near Somerville, Texas. Must have camping equipment, etc. Two lovers like fun loving company - let us hear from you for more details.

B 408 Dallas Young black, 22, 5'8", 150#, wants to meet white or black of anything else that's into the act Greek active. Would like to start a lasting relationship. Prefer 18-22. The younger the better. Don't mind talking on a student that wishes to learn about gay sex. All letters answered.

B 409 Austin Polaroid amateur photographer seeking amateur handsome male models for nude action shots. Unable to pay, but we can both gain experience and have a lot of fun. Either torso or full length shots. Strictly private. Please send photo and phone number if possible.

B 410 Ft Worth White male sugar daddy - only for right guy. Must be good looking, masculine, and know what to do with 8". Have girl friend for threesome if interested. Photo a must.

B 411 Pasadena White male, 19, 5'10", 150#, blonde hair. Would like to meet white males between 18 - 26 for good times and friends. No fems or s/m. All serious inquiries with photo and phone answered same day.

NAME: _______________________
ADDRESS: ____________________
CITY: _________________________
STATE: ________________________
ZIP: __________________________
MAIL CHECK OR MONEY ORDER TO:
NUNTIUS - 4615 Mt. Vernon - Houston, Texas 77006

PLACE YOUR OWN AD USING THIS FORM !!!

All "Personal Ads" in the Nuntius are listed free of charge. No FREE ads are printed with telephone number or address. All ads are coded by number and run in the weekly Nuntius and monthly Nuntius until further notice from the advertiser or until three (3) written complaints of not answering replies are received.

"Personal Ads" with telephone numbers and/or addresses may be purchased by the week in the weekly Nuntius. Space may be purchased at 10¢ per word, $2.00 minimum.

Here is my ad with/without photo(s) I, the undersigned, hereby represent that I am not a minor, that the photo(s) (if photo is included) is an actual photograph of myself and that all data included in my ad is true and correct. Consent is hereby given for the Nuntius or any other publication as the Nuntius may see fit, or to use for the promotion thereof. It is also understood that the Nuntius is completely released from any liability in connection with transactions that I might have with any person(s) contacted through the Nuntius. I understand that all replies to ads will be forwarded at the rate of $1 per reply. I have read the above and fully understand that the ad copy and photo supplied are in full compliance with above.

SIGNED __________________________

THIS INFORMATION IS FOR OUR FILES AND WILL NOT BE PUBLISHED:
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4615 Mt. Vernon
Houston, Texas 77006
B-314 Waco - If you're about 25, 28, 30, w/m, with strong and mind, believe that physical and intellectual attract- ies are all that really matters, then you might want to meet bright, w/m, 5'8", blue eyes, brown hair. I'm "together" and want to hear from you. I'm interested in becoming friends, real friends that require such qualities in their partner. New to South Central Texas so missing friends in Houston and Dallas. Letter should be honest and realistic with recent photo.

B-313 - Houston - W/m, mid weight lifting 6', 155#, 217, would like to meet a man for possible close relationship. Must be clean, no drama. I'm equipment for building a long term relationship. Prefer butch or straight acting. No bars, baths, or kinky sex scenes please. Photo and phone for fast reply. Discreet. Must be young.

B-312 Houston Good looking, masculine Latin, 26, 6'1", 154#, with brown hair, blue eyes, good looking, seeks Dallas area friends, lover and/or roommate. Aquiras, enjoy active, passive, French and Greek. Interests include art, music, dancing, theater, sports, traveling, and French and Greek active. Have personal­ ity as all Libras usually do. Photo would be nice but not nec­ essary. Phone w/reply.

B-310 - Houston - W/m, 6', 175#, straight and active French and Greek. No interest in drugs, cigarettes, or s/m, fats. Will answer phone only. Send phone and l will answer.

B-309 Houston Male room main. Want to be clean, honest, and a working person. No b/d, s/m, or bar scene. Rent is $55 a month for your part. The apt. is in Montrose and is a very fine place. I will answer all replies if you are sincere. I am a quiet and clean person. I spend much of my time in my home. I don't get off to bars very much; I find it boring.

B-308 - Austin I am looking for companionship with a gay man between 21-30 with a lasting rela­ tionship. I'm 29 and enjoy swim­ ming, movies, going out, and just hanging out. I am young, very active and strong mind. Please send photo and phone and I will an­ swer. I am in person to see if we are meant for each other. I'm 6'1", 180, I enjoy most every­ thing with life.

B-307 Houston Do you dislike the superficial bar scene? Kod ikg w/m, 27, 5'9" 140 br/bo, intelligent, slim, muscular is looking for attractive clean, consider­ ate w/m, under 35, under 6'2" w/drug free, etc. Will answer phone only. Photo please with phone w/reply.

B-306 Houston Male looking for fun and share 2 bedroom apartment in Montrose or SW Houston. Desire good times with others, honest, no drug users, same age or near it. Phone and photo if interested, will answer phone if you return phone w/reply. Photo and phone address.

B-305 Houston Questions and answers will be answered. Interested in meeting some younger guys. No pictures please. Will answer phone replies.

B-304 Houston - W/male, 23, 5'11", 180#, non-smoker, non-drinker, looking for a lasting relationship, seeks Dallas area friends. Photo return upon request.

B-303 Austin I am looking for gay and friends. Photo appreciated and returned.

B-302 - Houston - W/male, 26, 6'8, brown hair, green eyes, well built and hung. Looking for young Georgia boy, 23-30, w/male. Work nights and is arms free a few days a week. Available in the afternoon for intimate relationship. Send photo and phone if interested.

B-301 - Dallas - I'm 45, brown hair, blue eyes, and short height is very important to me. I enjoy good friends and companionship. I'm in downtown Dallas. I commute to the city five days a week and live in town some weekends. Available most of the time. Enjoy movies, theater, music, good books and sports and sports specta­ tor. Do not get on to the bar scene and have to be selective because of job. Would love to hear from you and hope to meet in the near future.

B-300 Austin I am interested in companionship with a gay man between 21-30 with a lasting rela­ tionship. I'm 29 and enjoy swim­ ming, movies, going out, and just hanging out. I am young, very active and strong mind. Please send photo and phone and I will an­ swer. I am in person to see if we are meant for each other. I'm 6'1", 180, I enjoy most every­ thing with life.

B-299 Houston Male looking for fun and share 2 bedroom apartment in Montrose or SW Houston. Desire good times with others, honest, no drug users, same age or near it. Phone and photo if interested, will answer phone if you return phone w/reply. Photo and phone address.

B-298 - Austin I am looking for companionship with a gay man between 21-30 with a lasting rela­ tionship. I'm 29 and enjoy swim­ ming, movies, going out, and just hanging out. I am young, very active and strong mind. Please send photo and phone and I will an­ swer. I am in person to see if we are meant for each other. I'm 6'1", 180, I enjoy most every­ thing with life.